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Branch Committee 2021
Executive:
President:
Vice President:

Julie Long OAM
Dawn Shield
Kirrin Sampson
Treasurer:
Justine Power
Secretary:
Veronica Melville
Membership Officer: Heather Wilkinson

Ordinary Committee Members:
Colleen Caddey
Maura Pierlot
Catherine Morgans
Kellie Neilson

Events Committee:
Outreach program:
Reader’s Cup:
Christmas Book Appeal:

Rachael Hind
Dawn Shield

Marketing Committee:
Social media:
Enews:
Website:

Kirrin Sampson & Catherine Morgans
Heather Wilkinson
Catherine Morgans

Partnerships Committee:
National Centre for Australia Children’s Literature:
Love 2 Read:
Children’s Week Committee:
ALIA:
SCWBI:
Authors/Illustrators:
Teacher Librarian Network:
Catholic Education Office:

Julie Long OAM
Julie Long OAM
Julie long OAM
Kirrin Sampson
Maura Pierlot
Kellie Neilson
Veronica Melville
Colleen Caddey

Ex- officio:
National Board Director:
Archives:
Public Officer:
CBCA Book of the Year Judges:

Julie Long OAM
Vacant
Norma John resigned November 2021
Margaret Bromley – 2021 Eve Pownall category
Lucy Long - 2021 Eve Pownall category
Colleen Caddy - 2022-23 Younger Readers category

ACT Branch President Report
In contrast to many other Branches, we were fortunate to
have many face to face events during the year, namely the
launch of the Notables, a Shortlist announcement, And the
Winner Could Be… and our AGM. These were all well
attended and helped make the world seem a bit more normal.
But then it all changed in Canberra and for the Awards
announcement we were content to watch the wonderful
online event rather than have our face to face event at the
National Library. Several Committee members joined forces
and did a shared watching and thoroughly enjoyed this
option. Our Reader’s Cup also went ahead as an online event for the second year in a row.
For a small Branch, we have had our share of public recognition during the year. Author member
Craig Cormick was presented with an OAM in the Queen’s Birthday Honours list for “Service to
Science and to the Community”. Then the ACT Book of the Year was announced, and it was
“Ghost Bird” written by Lisa Fuller, which was also an Honour Book in the CBCA Older Reader’s
Category. The third episode of the SBS series “Lost for Words” featured a mother achieving her
goal by reading a chapter book to her children. The book she was reading was one of the “Evie
and Pog” books written by member author/illustrator Tania McCartney.
One committee member has been very busy converting a play she wrote to a book and is now
working on creating a film based on both. This is Maura Pierlot, who transformed her original
work, a play titled “Fragments” into a book, consisting of eight monologues, each presenting an
area of concern –sexual identity, depression, and the like. The book includes an extensive study
guide which suggests national curriculum areas as a basis for discussion, a springboard for
writing, an entrée into similar issues in personal development classes or for a performance piece.
Starting this year, work is underway to transform the text by filming each monologue.
Another committee member who has had a busy year is our Judge for the Younger reader’s
category, Colleen Caddey. There have been delays in arrival of books from overseas printers
which delayed the judging process, and the teams of judges were not able to meet face to face,
so all deliberations were online. Book delivery timings were varied across the country, and this
also impacted on the process. Colleen has enjoyed the challenges and is looking forward to her
second year of reading, analysing, and writing
reports on each book.
Committee members have embraced Zoom and
we are now conducting some of our meetings
online. Our website is being kept up to date by
Catherine Morgans and Kirrin Sampson, our
enews has become a regular occurrence and is
bristling with colour and news thanks to Heather
Wilkinson and our Facebook profile has grown to
1,324 followers and growing. Our finances have
been kept under control by Justine Power and there will be new developments to look forward to
in 2022 with a new membership format.
Thank you to all Committee members and general members of the Branch who have contributed
to a productive year by assisting with event planning or attending our events.
Julie Long OAM

Outreach, Events & Education
Introduction by Events Committee Coordinator
2021 started out looking like CBCA ACT Branch events would be back to normal. We were able to
have some face to face events, but still mostly meet virtually.

February - Library
Lovers Day
On the 14th of February, the
CBCA ACT Committee gathered
at Muse in Kingston, to celebrate
Library Lovers’ Day and to plan
the year’s activities. Due to the
continuation of the COVID-19
threat throughout the year, this
gathering was one of only a few
opportunities we had to meet in
person, so well worth it.

February - Notables Night
Our Branch had an awesome face to face celebration for the Night of the Notables (23 attendees
and 4 apologies) on 23rd February. We welcomed Rosemary Thomas (Branch Life Member, past
Judge and previous Awards Co-ordinator), Colleen Caddey (incoming Early Childhood Judge),
Peter Arnaud (owner of the newly opened Book Cow bookstore) and local authors Stephanie
Reeder, Maura Pierlot and Craig Cormick. The National Board’s power point
of statistics, judge profiles and covers of all the Notable books was ready to
go and we were pleased that the technology at ALIA House (and Kirrin
Sampson) enabled this to work.
There was huge excitement in the room when we got to the Eve Pownall list.
Stephanie Reeder learned that she had TWO successful entries in this
category - Australia’s Wild Weird
Wonderful Weather and Will the
Wonderkid: Treasure Hunter of the
Australian Outback. Needless to say, she
soon had a glass of bubbles in her
hand!!! We also congratulated (in their
absence) other Canberra book creators
who appeared on the list: Tania
McCartney (illustrator of Australia’s Wild
Weird Wonderful Weather), Gina Newton (author of Hold On!
Saving the spotted Handfish – EP category), Nicole Godwin
(author of Jelly Boy – Picture Book category) and Rhian
Williams (author of Ten Little Figs – Early Childhood category).

March - Shortlist Night
The Short List announcement celebration attracted 33 members and three apologies. The Book
Cow bookshop was a wonderful venue and thanks to Peter’s IT skills, the evening ran smoothly
and was an informative PL session for the educators who were present. Rosemary Thomas did an
excellent job analysing the fiction books and ACT Judge Margaret Bromley spoke about the Eve
Pownall category. We were pleased to be able to congratulate Gina Newton for her well-deserved
short listing of “Hold On! Saving the Spotted Handfish”. Every library, school library and home
library need this book. The formalities were rounded off by a talk from Lisa Fuller about her book
“Ghost Bird” which was an Honour Book last year. This is a riveting read for Older Readers and
adults, suspenseful and with insights into Aboriginal traditions and law.

April - AGM Dinner
We held a very successful AGM at the CIT
restaurant on 22 April. The food and service
were excellent, and we have a full committee
again (apart from an Archivist!!!!) Thank you,
Maura Pierlot, for suggesting the venue and
for making it happen. We welcome new
member Kellie Nissen to the Committee.

Emeritus Professor gave an interesting talk about the
latest online database work of NCACL and promoted a
new exhibition “Dog Tales”, which opens on 10 May. This
will be a must for dog lovers, with artwork, paintings,
sketches, drawings, and ephemera from well-known
Australian book creators which feature dogs such as
Alison Lester, Jackie French, and Bob Graham. It is free at
the Mura Gadi Gallery in the UC Library, Building 8,
Mondays to Fridays 10.30am-4.30pm until 23 June.

June - And the winner could be
The Branch “And the Winner Could Be...” night was held at ALIA House on June 16. Seventeen
people attended and enjoyed an informative overview of the Shortlisted books. The presenters
were:

Older Readers – Peter Arnaud
Picture Books – Jaimi-Lee Hudson and Meghan Scougall
Early Childhood – Kellie Nissen
New Illustrator – Alice Perry
Eve Pownall – Justine Power
Their choices for the Winning and Honour books in each category were interesting and we would
need to wait until 20 August to see how well their ideas aligned with the CBCA judges.

There was also an opportunity to purchase some of the Shortlisted books from a selection on
display from The Book Cow Bookshop. Thank you, Peter, for facilitating this. There was also a
display of the 2021 CBCA Book Week merchandise and the opportunity to purchase or order
items.

October - Readers Cup
The second annual Year 5/6 Readers Cup CBCA ACT event
was held virtually over three days in October 2021. We had
12 schools enter 27 teams from across the ACT. Teams
were required to read a set of 5 books and then compete
against other schools to answer detailed and quite
challenging quiz questions from the books.
Readers Cup competitions challenge students to read
widely, work collaboratively in a team and continue to
develop a love of reading.
Congratulations to the
following teams on their terrific
results:
1st: Turner School Team 1
2nd: Hughes Team 2
3rd: St Thomas More’s Team
2
Well done to all our teams for
participating, we hope you
enjoyed the books and we are
proud of all of you for
persevering under less than ideal remote learning conditions. Thank you to our Team
Coordinators who supported our teams, which often meant delivering books to students at home.
A big thank you goes to the CBCA ACT Branch for their ongoing support throughout the year.
Thank you to our judges Julie Long, Justine Power and Laura Shelley (ACT Libraries).
Thank you also to local author Nicole
Godwin who visited Turner School to
present them with their medals and
certificates and attended our
Presentation Ceremony.

December - Christmas Book Appeal
Letters of offer to receive books were sent
to organisations in September.
Branch members Rosemary Thomas and
Lucy Long contributed a great number of
books for the Appeal. Requests from The
Canberra Hospital, various Women’s
Shelters and Domestic Violence services
were sorted and delivered by Rosemary
Thomas and Julie Long. Collection points
were not set up because of Covid
restrictions. The lack of novels in storage
meant that parts of the requests
could not be filled. We plan to
consider a Christmas in July special appeal for donations of new
novels in 2022. Once again thank you to Kirrin Sampson for
assistance with storage throughout the year.

2021 CBCA Book of the Year Awards
Media release from National
Twin sisters build a post-apocalyptic
sanctuary on a tiny island in this year’s
spine-tingling Children’s Book Council of
Australia (CBCA) Book of the Year for Older
Readers.
The End of the World is Bigger than Love by
Davina Bell weaves together dreams with a
fearsome reality, taking its place on an
awards list which has celebrated excellence
in Australian children’s literature for 75 years.
CBCA Chair Wendy Rapee said August 20 is
the 75th birthday of the CBCA Book of the
Year Awards.
“First awarded in 1946, today the Book of
the Year Award celebrates writers and
illustrators who are part of a mature
children’s publishing community in
Australia,” Ms Rapee said.
“You might say this 75th birthday is a
diamond jubilee of sorts, and I am reminded
of the brilliance and lustre of a diamond

when I think how a carefully constructed story can light up the mind of a child.
“Our children’s imaginations, their wellbeing, their knowledge of the world around them, and their
connections to each other have flourished because of these stories.”
In 1946 only one Book of the Year was awarded, however additional categories have been added
over the years to encourage excellence across a range of ages and genres.
The 2021 Book of the Year for Younger Readers is Aster’s Good, Right Things by Kate Gordon.
Aster is an anxious young girl who feels her mother has deserted her because she isn’t good
enough. The CBCA judges described the story of Aster’s journey to greater self-worth as pitchperfect with gentle humour and a sophisticated plot.
Mother and daughter writing team Libby Hathorn and Lisa Hathorn-Jarman created a rhyming
cautionary tale in the Book of the Year for Early Childhood, No! Never! Illustrated by Mel Pearce,
the book is eminently age appropriate and delightful to read aloud for both adults and children,
according to the CBCA judges.
The Picture Book of the Year, How to Make a Bird, written by Meg McKinlay and illustrated by
Matt Ottley, is a paean to creativity. A story based on the wonder of migratory birds, CBCA judges
described it as a detailed, delicate and gently philosophical story.
The Eve Pownall Award for non-fiction was awarded to Dry to Dry: The Seasons of Kakadu,
written by Pamela Freeman and illustrated by Liz Anelli. The engaging text and illustrations
transport readers to Kakadu National Park as the seasons come and go.
Zeno Sworder was awarded the CBCA Award for New Illustrator for This Small Blue Dot, the story
of a young girl welcoming a new sibling into the world. The judges said Mr Sworder used an array
of mixed-media messages to illustrate concepts around life, ecology and sustainability for child
readers.

CBCA Book Week
It was a great idea for members of the Branch Committee
to meet via Zoom in August to watch the Book of the Year
Awards online announcement, which was put together by
the South Australian Branch. Some of us had a glass of
sparkling something on hand. It was an entertaining and
engaging thing to do and pleasing to see that children
were so involved. The features of the landscape which
were woven into the presentation also added interest.
With all the paper aeroplanes whizzing around, some of
us were prompted to look more carefully at the Book
Week poster and all the flying images on it. The National
Board is seriously considering making the online
announcements for the Short List and the Awards
Announcements a permanent feature.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmpDNYYoHJg

CBCA Bookweek Merchandise

As a thank you for being a CBCA Member in 2021, the ACT Committee has provided a sample of
the amazing 2021 CBCA Book Week Merchandise for all ACT members to enjoy and share. We
value our member’s support and hope the merchandise delivered in some way of showed our
appreciation.

Amimalia coin
The Royal Australian Mint partnered with the Children’s Book Council of
Australia to release this coin, the first of a new series. Launched for 2021
Book Week, the coin is a nod to the joy and importance of reading. The
coloured coin struck to an uncirculated finish, features the effigy of Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II designed by Jody Clark on its obverse. This
coin is packaged in a presentation card.
Also available were postcards as part of the Animalia 35th Anniversary
range.

Communications
eNews
A total of 21 eNews editions went out during 2021 using the MailChimp platform. Of these, 11
were general news with an open rate of 34%; 1 calendar edition; 3 Book Week editions (41%); 3
Event Updates and 3 Members Only editions. Being able to utilise a Members Only email allowed
us to send out special content such as the Shortlist Title videos.
We started the year with 248 subscribers and closed with 266. However, a tidy up of subscribers
continues so that duplicates can be eradicated and addresses updated.
Content has included events happening in the ACT Branch of CBCA, Book Week, news from
other Branches of the CBCA and items of interest from related agencies such as ALEA, ALIA and
SCWBI.
Heather Wilkinson

Website

The CBCA ACT website had a significant refresh in 2021 which saw the following completed:
● created the CBCA ACT Gallery of photos via our Instagram account,
● refreshed the author/illustrator profile format on a new page called Meet our Members,
● expanded Meet our Members to include profiles of members working in the field of
children’s books in addition to authors and illustrators, although interest has been limited,
● added CBCA ACT member successes via the introduction of Members’ Books with recent
releases listed on the Home page.

Future website development will cover:
● the addition of Laurie Copping Award historical records,
● moving old events and news but make them accessible,
● find new ways to engage, promote and celebrate members.
Catherine Morgans

Social Media
Facebook

Instagram
A CBCA ACT Instagram account @cbcaact was established in February 2021 and images are linked
to our website’s picture gallery.
At the end of the year we had 420 followers.

Partnerships
NCACL
Despite the lockdown, NCACL managed three major
events during 2021 that ACT Branch members
attended and which were noted on various public
forums. The first was “Dog Tales”, a public exhibition
held at the University of
Canberra’s Mura Gadi Gallery
from 10 May - 23 June. It
featured 35 artworks by Bob
Graham, Alison Lester, Ann
James and Andrew McLean.
As well as the display, there
were craft activities for child
visitors and copies of books
related to the art works and
ephemera on hand for visitors to refer to. The Centre also offered
educational sessions for the Home-Schooling ACT Group and
Wiradjuri Childcare Centre.
NCACL also produced free bibliographies during 2021. These
were based on Australian verse novels for younger and older readers. This project
involved the verse novelists, Sally Murphy and Kathryn Apel, as well as three Centre
volunteers. Research revealed 61 such novels, with others scheduled for publication. The
Centre chose Microsoft Sway to present these in an attractive way. Each book includes
bibliographic details, annotation, age suitability, subjects,
awards, Australian curriculum links and online free
teaching resources. The online launch in November,
which featured Jackie French, was well attended.

Australian Verse Novels Resource is available from
https://ncacl.org.au/resources/bibliographies/australianverse-novels-resource
Another exhibition held in 2021 was “Other Worlds:
Exploring the Universe of Graeme Base”. This was a
collaboration between Belconnen Arts Centre and

NCACL. The exhibition, based on his picture book “The
Worst Band in the Universe”, was held at Belconnen Arts
Centre from 26 November 2021 – 6 February 2022. It
featured drafts of edits, sketches, mock up books and
original illustrations. Member author Harry Laing
appeared on a big screen on a continuous loop reading
the book. There were also 30 alien characters hidden
around the building on walls, doors and other places for attendees to find. It added an
entertaining element to the experience of the displays.
Julie Long OAM,
NCACL Board Member

ACT Libraries
In the lead up to Children’s Book Week, the Branch was asked to contribute a speaker to an
initiative at Gungahlin Library titled “Low Fuss, Low Waste, All Taste: Creating a Book Week
costume”. It was an online presentation and Julie Long represented the Branch by giving a short
history of the Children’s Book Council in Australia, in particular how Children’s Book Week has
evolved and the work of the Awards Foundation. Sam Edwards from Libraries ACT and Catherine
Higgins from ACT No Waste shared ideas on useful household items to use to make easy
costumes. ACT Children’s Librarian Caitlin Winter hosted the event, which was live streamed.

Member Authors and Illustrators
The ACT Branch continued to support local authors and illustrators throughout 2021.
Many member authors and illustrators had launches and events that were attended and promoted
through CBCA social media and attended by CBCA members.

Street Libraries
St Monica's Primary School in Evatt
received a Street Library from Street
Libraries Australia in Early August. We had it
undercoated and the Year 6 Arts leaders
developed a design around the Children’s
Book Week theme “Old Worlds, New
Worlds, Other Worlds with the lower section
of the back being “old” as an old building
and old forms of transport, moving into new
buildings and new forms of transport on the
top section. Finally at the top and the roof a space scene with a rocket. The ends were
bookshelves with old books at the bottom
and new titles at the top. Unfortunately,
COVID-19 meant we were unable to
complete this for CBCA Book Week 2021.
However, at the end of the year the students
were able to return to the project and
completed the painting. There are just a
couple of details to complete and then it will
be sealed with varnish, and we will launch
the library in early 2022.
Veronica Melville,
Teacher Librarian St Monica's Primary School

CBCA National Board
The National Board has continued to operate successfully despite the Australia wide COVID-19
restrictions. The National Office has functioned with people working from home and all the normal
operations of the Board have progressed remotely. All announcements related to the Awards took
place
online, attracting a huge following.
Partnerships have been a focus of the year’s operations. At the end
of the online Book of the Year Awards announcement in August,
there was a special appearance by Graeme Base to launch a
special Royal Australian Mint coin to celebrate the 35th anniversary
of “Animalia” and a special drawing competition. In association with
this, the National Board produced and sold through the e-store sets
of postcards featuring Lazy Lions Lounging in the Local Library. The
Graeme Base coin is the beginning of a 5-year CBCA partnership
with the Mint, where a new coin
from an Australian book will be
produced each year.

Once again, all Branches were offered a Little Street Library to donate to a member school or
individual for community use as part of this continuing partnership. Spotlight also continued as a
partner to promote Children’s Book Week.
Story Box Library supported CBCA widely by creating videos of
readings of many Shortlist titles. Zart Art also continues to
promote titles entered in the Awards through their art projects.
During 2021 the groundwork was laid for a project to include
readers in the Judging process. The idea was trialled in
Victoria and NSW successfully. With the assistance of an
Australian Government Department of Infrastructure,
Transport, Regional Development and Communications
Office for the Arts RISE (Restart Investment to Sustain and
Expand) grant, a CBCA Sun Project: Shadow Judging will be
rolled out in 2022. The project will enable young readers to
have a voice in the awards process, foster authors and
illustrators who will visit the discussion groups and boost
the publishing industry (each group will receive one set of
their chosen category books). This is an exciting new
opportunity for all schools, Early Childhood Centres, public
Libraries, and community groups, drawn nationally from
suburban, regional and remote areas. The aim is to have a
coordinator for each Branch to oversee the process.
Julie Long
ACT Director

Book of the Year Judges
During 2020-2021 ACT Branch was represented by two judges for the
CBCA Book of the Year Awards, Margaret Bromley and Lucy Long.

Eve Pownall JUDGES REPORT 2021
The CBCA Eve Pownall panel 2020-2021 comprises three judges with
diverse backgrounds: Margaret Bromley (ACT) researcher in children’s
literature, Lucy Long (ACT) environmental scientist, and Narissa Leung
(VIC) literacy consultant. In the EP Awards we are looking for books of high literary merit which
also present new information that is clearly well researched and well written.
There were 60 books entered into the CBCA 2021 Eve Pownall Awards, presenting a range of
non-fiction embracing biography, history, environmental and health sciences submitted by a
range of from large and small publishing houses to self-published
works. Last year 71 books were entered in this category. Interestingly, the
range of EP submissions do not target older readers.
Children are looking for truths in their stories. Some readers are already
familiar with the places in which they live, such as the multicultural nature of
the goldfields. They will be looking for affirmation and enhancement of what
they already know. Characters in historical narratives need to demonstrate
strong motivation for their actions.
There are some excellent opportunities for discussion of children in
Australian history in this list, of empathising with young people problem
solving and navigating their way to adulthood.

The EP judges were impressed with the extent of creators’ acknowledgements of Indigenous
owners of the land on which stories take place. Illustrations as well as text should affirm
knowledge of Indigenous people on country. Importantly, illustrations should enhance the subject
being discussed, including well drawn portraits.
This year, in the EP category, the environment is an important topic, particularly that of animals
threatened with extinction. Some books cry out for help from this generation of readers to help
these animals. But we need explicit ways to do this. These books all provide robust information,
including common names and scientific names for each animal, conservation status, diet, location
and habitat.
Very young readers are well catered for in this list where author/ illustrators recognise the need for
concise interesting text and clear accurate illustrations. Presenting new information in an
entertaining way, these books are bound to have a long shelf life in school and family libraries.
The books that stood out in this category represent well written non-fiction, offering clearly
depicted information. Particularly appealing are pages that are uncluttered and artistically
managed, indexes and glossaries that enhance factual information.
In the Eve Pownall category we discovered books that do something different, that encourage
readers to be informed and take agency. Even small children appreciate the opportunity to learn
new vocabulary and enhance their knowledge of the world. The winners in this category satisfy
children’s thirst for knowledge, offering aesthetic representations of their subject matter through
sensitively executed illustration and beautifully written text.
As a CBCA Eve Pownall Judge I have personally really enjoyed contributing to the promotion of
quality children’s literature. In the last two years I have appreciated the production of beautifully
crafted well researched non-fiction books for children. I’ve noticed an increase in the number of
well written scientific books for young readers. And I’m very excited by the number of works by
Aboriginal creators in this category. These books will change the perceptions of generations of
young readers towards Indigenous knowledge of our shared history and the environment. These
books are crucial to the potential of lifelong appreciation of literature for our children. I’ve really
enjoyed sharing my passion for great books for children with all the other CBCA judges across
Australia. I also want to acknowledge the diligent and enthusiastic mentorship of Rosemary
Thomas as the previous Convenor of the Awards.
Margaret Bromley

Finance
The full financial report was audited by an external CPA for the AGM. The Management
Committee confirms that the association is financially viable with sufficient reserves to operate for
12 months.

Summary of Income Statement

Summary of Equity Statement

Membership
2021 had an increase of members to 61 (2020 – 50).
Life members were increased to 8 with Rachael Hind
receiving the Laurie Copping Award.
School membership continues to be popular for
schools wanting to enter into Readers Cup.
It is hoped with the new membership portal being
launched in 2022, our membership service will
increase allowing better email communication and
easier on-line bookings for events as stated in the
membership survey held in late 2020. The new
membership portal should also increase member
numbers as membership income is the majority of Branch income.

Laurie Copping Life Membership
2021 Laurie Copping Recipient - Rachael Hind
Rachael Hind is a professional teacher librarian who for many years has
taught across several schools in the ACT. She quietly and ardently
promotes the love of children’s literature to students, colleagues and the
wider ACT community in many ways.
She has been a committed volunteer, participant and attendee at local
CBCA ACT Branch activities including such events as “And the winner
could be…” and “Clayton’s Night”. She was a judge for the Make Your
Own Story Book Competition. She was one of the CBCA National Nan
Chauncy Award judges for 2019. She was the CBCA Book Week
Visiting Author/Illustrator coordinator for the ACT Branch for 5 years.
She has also held positions at ALIA and CPTLA (Catholic Primary
Teacher Librarian Association).
Her work has encouraged children to discuss and share their reading and
to broaden their individual experiences. She actively involves her students
in debates and forums, book discussion groups and planning CBCA Book
Week activities. She has promoted children’s literature inviting a diverse
range of authors and illustrators to visit her schools and the larger ACT
school community. She has passionately shared her love of children’s
books, supporting children to engage in libraries and reading.
Most recently Rachael initiated and coordinated the inaugural ACT Branch
2020 Reader’s Cup, transferring the activity to an online event due to
COVID-19 restrictions. She diligently worked for two years to plan and
manage the activity, ensuring its on-going success.
For her significant and sustained contribution to the CBCA ACT Branch and their objectives and
activities, we are honoured to present Rachael with this award.
22nd April 2021.

